
PARALLEL MPPT CHARGE
CONTROLLERS IN A TINY SPACE

I’ve got all new MPPT solar charging equipment
crammed into my tiny solar equipment bay. See
what I did and why. Watch on YouTube
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I've made some major updates to the solar charging system on my RV

This is a project that I've been working on for a while and I'm excited to finally share it with
you. 

In the video I'll explain what I've done and why. Maybe it will give you an idea for your own
project.

There are two main objectives discussed.

#1 - Improve the output efficiency of my mismatched solar panels. I have some older
flexible solar panels combined with newer ones on my roof. Having tried several configurations
through the years, I wasn't able to really maximize their power output with a single MPPT solar
charge controller. This NEW setup includes multiple MPPT solar charge controllers working
together. It seems to be working pretty well.

#2 - Make more efficient use of the very limited space in my solar equipment bay. That
area is very small (about 11 inches wide) and now I had more gear to put in there. I replaced
big switches with smaller circuit breakers and designed a new rack system to hold multiple
charge controllers. I really like the way it turned out, so let me know what you think.

 

New wiring diagrams are now available!

Lots of you have been asking for wiring diagrams of my solar setup. Tada! I finally have them
published on my website with a description of my overall solar setup.

See the diagrams, component list and overview of our solar system

Full Solar Equipment List is now available!
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I put together a "Kit" containing a full list of solar equipment (parts, gear, tools) that we use on
our RV. It's all in one place now instead of scattered about. Check it out here.

Keeping track of website updates (NEW)

Finally, I've added a What's New page on the website to make it easier to see what's been
added or updated. Click the What's New option at the top of the site and check it out.  

I guess that's it for now. 

Cheers!

Brian
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